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this is where it becomes a bit tricky. microsoft offers two (or more) different ways to download the flight simulator x acceleration, but they are only compatible with different versions
of the software. if you have an older version (1.0 or earlier), you can only download the flight simulator x acceleration from microsoft's site. if you have a newer version (1.1 or later),

you can download the acceleration from the current fsx x-pack link on the microsoft site. but if you try to use the older x-pack, you get an error. if you are using a newer version of the
software and download the acceleration from the microsoft site, you will only be able to install the acceleration in the future if you buy the new fsx x-pack. but, if you buy the new fsx

x-pack now, you will be able to install the acceleration after you buy it. so, if you are going to buy it, you might as well do it now. fsx is priced at $49.99, and the acceleration is
$39.99. either way, it's a bargain. microsoft flight simulator x: steam edition now features an updated version of the rendering engine, enabling stunning 3d visuals on modern pc

hardware. it also includes enhanced multi-core and multi-thread support, 4k textures, and a number of game improvements. microsoft flight simulator x version service pack 2
developer(s) aces game studiodovetail games (steam ed.) publisher(s) microsoft game studios series microsoft flight simulator platform(s) media dvd, digital release 2006-10-10

(south america) 2006-10-13 (europe) 2006-10-17 (north america) 2006-10-26 (australia) 2008-10-23 (acceleration) 2008-09-23 (gold ed.) mode(s) single-player, multiplayer ratings
esrb: e (everyone)pegi: 3+ engine microsoft esp input keyboard and mousejoystick (recommended)xbox 360 controller for wintrackirfreetrack preceded by microsoft flight simulator

2004 followed by microsoft flight (2012) store(s) steam website flight simulator x
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